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1. Introduction

Lithium titanate (Li2Ti03) has been designated as a promising candidate material for the

breeding blanket because of its excellent tritium release performance [1 2 In recent blanket designs,

helium gas with hydrogen or deuterium is planned to be used as a purge gas to enhance titium recovery

and reduce tritium inventory in the breeding material. Hence, it is one of the most important tasks to

elucidate hydrogen isotope behavior on Li2Ti03 surface.

In the present study, the hydrogen isotope behavior on Li2TiO3 surface have been studied by

X-ray/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy XPS/UPS) and Fourier transfonn infrared spectroscopy

(FT-IR) with a diffuse reflectance unit. These'methods have high sensitivity to the surface region. In the

former, hydrogen isotopes are detected through the observation of the electronic structure. In addition,

surface composition can be estimated and chemical states of constitutional elements and hydrogen

isotopes are identified simultaneously. In the latter, surface -Ds in various chemical states, such as those

interacting with or without surrounding ions and defects, can be separately observed as multiple IR

absorption peaks 3].

2. Experimental

2.1. X]PS[UPS

Li2Ti03 pellets provided by JAERI were used. The samples have a diameter of mm and a

thickness of 2 mm with 81.2 theoretical density. Photoelectron spectra were recorded by JEOL

JPS-9800 at a resolution of 02 eV. MgKa 1253.6 eV) and He II discharge lamp 40.8 eV) were

used for XPS and UPS, respectively. The apparatus consists of a preparation chamber and a

measurement chamber. Sample pretreatment such as heating, ion sputtering and exposure to various

gases are available in the preparation chamber. The measurement chamber was kept at 2x1 0-7 Pa during

XPS measurement and WV Pa of He gas for UPS. In the case of an insulator sample, it is known that

charge pile up occurs during photoelectron spectroscopy measurement due to the release of

photoelectrons, and that peak position shift to the higher binding energy. Hence, peak positions were

calibrated by Ar 2p peak at 241.6 eV.

2.2. FT-IR

Various samples of Li2Ti03 and O2 powder were used with purity ranging from 99-99.9%.

The experimental system consists of an Fl'-IR (Shimadzu, FIF-IR 8 1 00) with a diffuse reflectance unit, a

chamber, a heating unit and a gas introductory line. FMR measurement is available under controlled

atmosphere and temperature between room temperature (R.T.) to 973 K_ Prior to a series of experiment

the sample was kept at 873 K i dried N2 gas flow for a few days until the peaks related to 0-H were

totally removed. D20 exposure experiment was performed in the present study.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. XPSIUPS 70

The composition of constitutional elements near the 0
60-

surface was estimated from areas of Li Is, Ti 2p and Is
50-

peaks in XPS spectra. The composition was varied by the Ar r.
40

ion sputtering as described in Fig. 1. The sputtering rate was LI

30 nm/min in SiO2 standard sample. As the sample was 30

sputtered, the percentage of Li has decreased and Ti has 20-
Ti

increased due to the selective sputtering. Consequently, Li U io- AA-A-

. AA
deficient surface have been obtained. By heating Ar sputtered

0 20 40 60 �0surface, Li percentage increased from 15 to 25 %. On the

other hand, Ti percentage lowered from 30 to 25 %, and Spuffering time / see

that was kept almost constant at around 50 %. These results Fig. I Variation of surface composition

denoted that Li emerged on the surface by heating. of Li2Ti03 by Ar in sputtering

Figure 2 shows Is peaks in TS spectra: (a)

before any treatment, (b) after Ar ion sputtering and (c) during (a) Before any treatment
....... (b) 60 sec Ar sputtering

subsequent heating after sputtering. A peak was observed at (c) Heating at 673 K for 12 h

531.5 eV before any treatment. By sputtering, intensity of this

peak gradually decreased, and another peak appeared at 530.0

W In the case of U20, 0 Is peak appears at 528.5 eV 4 FE

LiOH is readily formed by water vapor exposure, and it

shows a peak at 531.0 eV 4 On the other hand, in most 'A

metal oxides including 2, only the peak broadenin is

observed by water vapor exposure, corresponding to srface
534 532 530 528 526

-OH [5]. The peak at 531.5 eV was therefore considered to be Binding Energy eV

from Is of LiOH. The little difference in the peak position Fig. 2 0 Is spectra of Li%2Ti03

is thought to come from the calibration of peak positions: Ay in various conditions

2p was used as the standard peak in the present work and C Is

in the reported 4]. The UOH was totally removed by heating - (a) Before any treatment

after sputtering. The peak at 529.5 eV would be related with ....... (b) 60 se c Ar sputtering

0 Is of Li2TiO3. As for the Ti 2p, two peaks corresponding to (c) Heating at 673 for 12 h

T�+ 2p3/2 and Ti4+ 2p3/2 were observed before any treatment Ti4+ 2p312

i3 i3
and additional two peaks, T + 2p,/2 and T + 2P3/2, appeared at T& 2p f2

j Ti3+ 2P3/2
lower binding en by sputtering as shown in Fig 3 Theergy ID IT13+ 2P11 I I

latter two peaks of Ti'+ disappeared by the subsequent heating

at around 573 K. These results implied that Ti was reduced by

sputtering and was re-oxidized by heating. .........

Valence band spectra of Li2TiO3 under te same

conditions were obtained by UPS as shown in Fig. 4 The

spectrum before any treatment resembled that of U20 before

the treatment which contains iOH and Li2CO3 near the 468 464 460 456 452

surface 6]. By sputtering and heating, the peaks Binding energy/ eV

Fig. 3 Ti 2p spectra of Li2Ti03

in various conditions
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corresponding to -OH 3a and C p disappeared, and the

spectrum became similar to that of TiO2. These experimental (a) Before any treatment
........ (b) 60 sec Ar sputtering

results by XPS and UPS suggest that the electronic structure (c) Heating at 673 for 12 h

of Li2TiO3 resembles that of O 7 rather than U2 6 :i

after sputtering and heating treatment although the surface

condition of Li2TiO3 would become similar to that of U20

co�with UH and Li2CO3 near the surface by keeping the

sample in the air for long time.

After the heating treatment, water vapor exposure

was performed under IxIO-5 Pa D20 at 623 K for I min. In

XTS spectra, no obvious change was observed except the little

broadening of Is peak, which indicates the existence of 20 is 10 5

surface -OH. iOH was not formed. To confirm the existence Binding Energy eV

of the surface -OH, valence band spectra were acquired using Fic, 4 Valence band spectra of Li2Ti03

UPS as shown in Fig. 5. It is well known that -OH In and Ry 3a IX

peaks are formed when -OH exists on the surface [8], and

they can be detected more obviously than the broadening of 0

Is peak in S spectnun. In the obtained valence band

spectrum (Fig. 5), -OH Ry peak was observed at about I V,

although -OH In peak was not clearly found because it After exposure

overlapped in Li2TiO3 valence band peaks. It was appeared

that H20 could be dissociatively adsorbed on te surface of Before exp osar e

Li2TiO3. Note tat the valence band spectra of Li2TiO3
15 10 5 0

before/after the water exposure resembled those of TiO 7 Binding energy /eV

not U20 6]. Fig. Valence band spectra of Li2TiO3

before/after water exposure at 673 K

3.2. FTLIR

D20 exposure experiments for Li2TiO3 and 2

powder have been conducted. The result for U20 powder had
0

been reported 3 and was compared with the results of the
... ... ... . . .. .........

present work. The M absorption spectra of Li2TiO3 and O2

obtained under N2 gas flow containing 100 Pa D20 at 573 K

is shown in Fig. 6 Li2TiO3 spectra showed the product

dependence, that is, the intensities and shapes of peaks were

different among various products. These differences were
AW

considered to be resulted from the manufacturing process,
... ... .... .grain size, pre-treatment history and so on. In this stage, just 100 Pa D20 573K.. .. ..... . .... .

A . ........................
the similarity of te Li2TiO3 spectra to te TiO2 spectrum,

rather than the U20 spectrum, could be pointed out: only in wavv vambiff-- cav,
the case of U20 a very large peak at 271 crrf 1 corresponding Fig. 6 IR absorption spectra of Li2TiO3 and

to UOD phase was observed 3]. TiO2 dUnng water exposure at 573 K
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4. Summary

'Ihe surface nature of Li2Ti03 and the adsorption behavior of water on Li2Ti03 surface were

studied by XPS/UPS and FT-IR. Preliminary experiments by Ar ion sputtering, heating and water

exposure were conducted, and the following results were obtained.
fG) By Ar sputtering, Li deficient surface was made, and Ti was reduced roin Ti4+ to Till-

(ii) By heating sputtered samples over 573-673 K, Li emerged on the surface and Ti was

re-oxidized to Ti4+. The surface -OH was removed. The valence band of Li2Ti03 became

similar to that of Ti02-

(iii) By water exposure at 623 K, H20 could be adsorbed dissociatively on the surface. iOH

was not formed.

(iv) The ature of Li2TiO3 surface resembles tat of TiO2, rather than Li2O-
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